This paper builds introduces visual-analytic techniques to aggregate, summarize, and visualize the information generated during interactive evolutionary processes. Special visualizations of the user-provided partial ordering of solutions, the synthetic fitness surrogates induced, and the model of user preferences were prepared. The proposed visualanalytic techniques point out potential pitfalls, strengths, and possible improvements in a non-trivial case study where the hierarchical tournament selection scheme of an active interactive genetic algorithm is replaced by an incremental selection scheme. Visual analytics provided an intuitive reasoning environment that unveiled important properties that greatly affect the performance of active interactive genetic algorithms that could not have been easily reveled otherwise.
INTRODUCTION
Active interactive genetic algorithms (aiGAs) [3] mine models of users preferences during interactive sessions for problem solving. It builds on the partial ordering of solutions provided by the user evaluations. Traditional interactive genetic algorithms (iGA) [1] require the user to provide a large number of evaluations to achieve good quality solutions. One of the main contributions of aiGA is the use of mined models of user preferences to generate educated guesses-promising solutions. Presenting educated guesses to the user helps reducing the fatigue-the user can obtain high-quality solutions faster-and the frustrationgenerating high-quality solutions allows aiGA to avoid the repetitive display of poor solutions that may discourage the user.
The fusion of human and computer capabilities in aiGA provides large amounts of information not used during the interactive sessions. This paper introduces visual analytics techniques to aggregate, summarize, and visualize the information generated during the interactive process. Special visualizations of the user-provided partial ordering of solutions, the synthetic fitness surrogates induced, and the model of user preferences were prepared. The visualizations allow an observer to evaluate at a glance the progress of the interactive process so far through a non-interfering looking glass. The visual-analytic tools have been successfully used to analyze the behavior of users during an interactive weight-tuning of a cost function involved with corupusbased text-to-speech synthesis [2] . Additionally, the visualanalytic techniques point out potential pitfalls, strengths, and possible improvements of the active interactive genetic algorithms. In this paper, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the visualization techniques with the help of a non-trivial case study.
VISUAL ANALYTICS
Visual analytics is the science of analytical reasoning facilitated by interactive visual interfaces [6] . In order to be effective, visualizations need to satisfy some principles. A detailed explanation is beyond the scope of this paper and can be found elsewhere [6] . We would briefly describe the three principles proposed by Norman in 1993 [4] . The appropriateness principle says that a given visualization should provide neither more nor less information than the one at hand. The naturalness principle postulates that a visual representations should closely match the information being represented. And the last principle, the matching principle, says that representations of information are most effective when they match the task to be performed by the user.
However, visual analytics does not only involve visualizations, it also relies on the interaction between the user and the analytic tools. In the aiGA response time up to a minute are acceptable-as already stated by other researches [6] beyond which it will only increase the fatigue and frustration of the users. Usual interaction modes for visual analytics covers filtering, navigation, and discourse interpretation. Interactive genetic algorithms can be regarded as computational embodiments to navigate across a given search space under the human guidance [5] . Moreover, aiGA learn from that guided navigation, thus, visual analytics techniques are a perfect aid to reason about the dynamics of the interactive process. 
VISUAL ANALYSIS OF AIGA BEHAVIOR
Visual analytics can be a powerful tool to analyze aiGA behavior. The visual analytics tools cover the three main properties introduced in the previous section: (1) user evaluation inconsistencies via the partial-ordering graph, (2) the misalignment of the estimated fitness and the synthetic surrogate model, and (3) the dynamics of the learned probabilistic models of the user preferences.
Three visualization tools were developed taking into acount the principles introduced in the previous section. Figure 1(b) presents the visual analytics techniques to aggregate, summarize, and visualize the information generated by aiGA. These tools were used in a case study where where we modified the selection phase of the aiGA to removed the hierarchical tournament scheme proposed by Llorà et al [3] replacing it by an incremental construction of the graph, dropping a comparison if considered equal. Dropping the comparison removes the need to normalize the resulting partial-ordering graph [3] and minimize the differences with the original method. However, using the visual analystics techniques introduced, we identified that dropping a compasion-instead of keeping it as the original hierarchical tournament does-eventually degraded the performance of the overall aiGA, requiring similar number of evaluations as the simple GA. Visual analytics tools also showed that the way the partial ordering graph is created has a significant impact on the quality of the surrogate fitnesses build. We are currently focusing on better understanding the relation between the partial ordering graph and the surrogate fitness to produce better tournament schemes that do not disrupt the learning of the surrogate model.
